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Quick Hit — Reflecting on provi spreads after exceptional December
As the first full week of 2019 kicks off, it’s natural enough to reflect on some exceptional market action in the prior month/year.
Consider the plight of provincial credit spreads, as judged by the generic 10-year benchmark bond spread for our most prolific
provincial issuer. Ontario’s current 10-year benchmark (ONT 2.9 Jun-2028s) ended 2018 at +86 bps vs the corresponding GoC
benchmark. That spread moved a handful of basis points wider last week, touching +90 bps at one point, before settling back to +8485 bps today. What do we make of this level?
Let’s state the obvious for starters: provincial credit spreads, as with other risk-correlated assets, have cheapened substantially and
quite quickly relative to most post-crisis yardsticks. Based on monthly averages, Ontario 10s gapped more than 14 bps wider in
December alone, the single worst monthly performance since way back in May 2010, amounting to a >3 standard deviation event
(based on post-crisis monthly moves) (Chart 1). Spreads have seriously bucked traditional seasonal trends too (Chart 2). Outsized
December cash flows (most concentrated at the start of the month) failed to lend much in the way of support. Nor were we treated
to the traditional rally in provincial credit spreads in the final few trading days of the calendar year (Chart 3), even though the
provincial bond supply tap was firmly shut off for the holidays.
All told, December’s cheapening capped an entirely forgettable 2018, credit spread-wise. Looking back, Ontario 10s traded in the
mid-50s vs Canadas at the start of 2018, getting as tight as +54 bps almost precisely one year ago (on 9-Jan-2018). The near-30 bp or
fully 50% widening in the Ontario 10-year spread over the course of calendar 2018 was easily the worst full-year performance since
the global financial crisis, even if absolute spread levels had previously been wider. For reference, 10-year Ontario spreads got as
wide as ~115 bps in early 2016, at the tail end of what was another global growth scare (Chart 4). So it’s the rate of change that is
today extreme, if not the spread level itself.
Granted, rapid/violent re-pricing has hardly been limited to provincial credit. Key North American equity indices have been on
something of a roller coaster of late, still well underwater on a 1-, 3- or 12-month basis despite a post-Christmas bounce. On either
side of the Canada-US border, the rates complex rallied smartly over the last month or so, as rate-hike expectations (from both the
Fed and the BoC) have been significantly (if not fully) unwound. As for broader measures of high-grade corporate credit—US 5-year
IG CDX being our preferred measure—volatility has likewise been the name of the game.
It’s these latter two measures (risk-free yields and US IG credit indices) that possess the greatest explanatory power when deriving
so-called “fair value” in our provincial bond market (Chart 5), although other factors like credit ratings, relative bond supply and
economic momentum also play a roll. And it’s here that we’ll end on a tentatively positive note; OLS regression analysis would put
“fair value” in Ontario 2028s at ~80 bps (Chart 6). In other words, the recent cheapening in provincial credit, extreme in every sense
of the word, might just be a bit overdone. Yes, there’s a heavy dose of provi supply to digest in 2019 and a litany of risk factors still
to navigate, but we’re still seeing massive inflows in the ETF space, which would generally be deemed credit positive/supportive.
A final word: While our focus here has been Ontario 10-year spreads vs GoC, one could easily extend valuation analysis to other parts
of the term structure. To that end, we’d be remiss if we failed to note that a steeper underlying 10s-30s Canada curve has failed to
illicit a materially flatter 10s-30s provincial credit curve… a development some see as counter intuitive but one that reflects a
statistically insignificant relationship in this part of the curve. It’s the type of move that could encourage certain investors (insurers
for instance) to extend out the curve, generating demand for long-term high-grade provis which our large issuers would presumably
be only too happy to oblige.
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Chart 3: So much for end-of-year rally

Chart 4: Credit punished during last growth scare
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Chart 5: Keying on two provi spread drivers

Chart 6: Provi spread widening overdone?
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